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Abstract-This short technical note discusses the one-dimensional quadratic three noded element and the 
limitations on the positioning of the interior node within the element. The simple derivation is the basis 
of quarter node isoparametric elements used in fracture mechanics. 
Most FEM textbooks describe the finite element method in the context of the simple model problem 
-& ,ix)$ + q(x)u(x) =f(x), 0 <x < L, ( > 
subject to a variety of boundary conditions which are irrelevant for the purpose of the present 
discussion. Without loss of generality, we assume that p(x) E 1, q(x) s 0 andf(x) = f a constant 
value. The differential equation (1) reduces to 
-$=f, O<x<L. 
Let us concentrate on the quadratic element consisting of the three nodes x,, x2 and x3 as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
The finite element procedure can be based on the Galerkin (weak) formulation over the element 
(x, , x3). This involves multiplication of equation (2) by the test function U(X) and integration by 
parts. The result is 
s ‘3 du dv dx _ \” - ~, dx dx s f(x)o(x)dx -- dx +, 0(x3). .x1 r3 du (3) 
In teaching an introductory finite element course, a question that is frequently asked by students 
at this point, is the relative position of x2 with respect o x, and x,? We distinguish two different 
cases. Case I, where x2 is the midpoint of (x,, xX) and Case II where x2 is arbitrarily located in 
(x,, x3), In both cases, the next step is to approximate U(X) within the element by u”(x), 
u(x) N C(x) = Ullcl,(X) + ~2~2(X> + u3@3(x), (4) 
where ui are the nodal degrees of freedom and Gi(x) are the quadratic shape functions. These shape 
functions, in terms of a local coordinate variable s are described by 
#l(S) = :a - 11, 
Iclzts> = (1 - s2), 
+3(s) = :.a + 11, 
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Here the local coordinate s and the global coordinate x are related by 
x = x2 + sh, 
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(5) 
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where 2h is the size of the element (x3 - x, = 2h). One now substitutes equation (4) in the weak 
formulation (3) and replaces U(X) with t,+,(x), &(x) and ej(x), respectively. The result is a 3 x 3 
local equilibrium equation 
VW) = IF) + IP), 
where the entries of stiffness matrix [K] and the load vector {F} are given by 
K,= s .‘3 d$, dlC/. - -A dx, 1(, dx dx i, j = 1,2, 3, 
s ‘3 F,=f Il/i(x)dx, i=1,2,3. (9) -y, 
The vectors {u} and {P} are the nodal degrees of freedom and the nodal forces respectively, 
{u) = (u,, uz, %)’ (10) 
In order to integrate the stiffness matrix (8) and the load vector (9), the transformation (6) is used. 
For example 
dx = h ds (12) 
d. d. ds -=-- 
dx ds dx’ 
(13) 
The quantity dx/ds is the Jacobian of the transformation (6) which is the constant l/h in the present 
case. 
Employing the local coordinate s, the integrations can be performed according to 
Ku= s ’ Wi dl//, 1 ds _,ds ds J ’ (14) 
(J being the Jacobian of the transformation). 
For the simple constant coefficient model (2), the integrals can be computed analytically and the 
result is the following equilibrium equation 
J=f 
s 
’ i/Qi(s)Jds 
-1 
(15) 
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Fig. I. Typical quadratic element of size x1 - x, = 2h. Fig. 2. Definition of a (element size 2h). 
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Fig. 3. The plot S* vs a. 
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Fig. 4. The forbidden region is shaded. 
This is the case where x2 is arbitrarily located with (x,, x3). Here one should be using the 
isoparametric transformation below in order to establish a relationship between x and s 
x =x,~,(s)+x2~2(s)+x3J/3(s). (17) 
Notice that the Jacobian of the transformation is no longer a constant and is given by 
J=Z =x,(s -:)+x,(-2s)+x,(s +;,. 
In order to prescribe the position of x2, we introduce a parameter 0 < tl c 1 and write 
x2 = x, + 2ah (see Fig. 2). Therefore, 
(19) 
Simplifying the above Jacobian one gets, 
J(s)=s(-4ah +2h)+h. (20) 
For the isoparametric (18) to be one-to-one, the Jacobian has to be nonvanishing, i.e. J(s) # 0. 
Therefore the position of s *, the root of J(s) is crucial. The root of equation (20) is given by 
1 
s* = 2(2a - 1) (21) 
and the plot of s* against a is shown in Fig. 3. 
In order for transformation (18) to be one-to-one in the range of interest for - 1 c s < 1, one 
should have 
1 
Is*1 A 2(2a _ 1) ’ 1. 
I I 
(22) 
The above inequality yields a bound on the position parameter a, namely 
:<a<:. (23) 
The simple implication of the above bound is to avoid placing the node x2 in the shaded region 
as shown in Fig. 4. The technique of positioning nodes in areas of zero Jacobian has been used 
in fracture mechanics in the past and is known as the quarter node isoparametric element. 
It is hoped that the simple discussion provided above rationalizes the positioning of the interior 
point in a one-dimensional quadratic element. 
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